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1. #4ECBDF HBA84 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 

1.1 "5M<9 CB?B:9A<S. 

(BA8 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S CDB69D>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S 

8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< CDB7D4@@O 

CB87BFB6>< EC9J<4?<EFB6 ED98A97B ;69A4 CB EC9J<4?PABEF< 23.02.07 &9IA<K9E>B9 

B5E?G:<64A<9 < D9@BAF 86<74F9?9=, E<EF9@ < 47D974FB6 46FB@B5<?9=. ("% 6>?RK49F 

BJ9ABKAO9 @4F9D<4?O 8?S CDB6989A<S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S GEC9649@BEF<, CDB@9:GFBKAB= 

4FF9EF4J<< 6 HBD@9 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAB7B ;4K9F4. 

�FB7B@ 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAB7B ;4K9F4 S6?S9FES BJ9A>4 6 54??4I:  

5 – «BF?<KAB»; 4 – «IBDBLB»; 3 – «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB»; 2 – «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB». 

("% CB;6B?S9F BJ9A<64FP GDB69AP BE6B9A<S ;A4A<= < G@9A<=, >B@C9F9AJ<= CB 

8<EJ<C?<A9. 

1.2 $9;G?PF4FO BE6B9A<S 8<EJ<C?<AO, CB8?9:4M<9 >BAFDB?R. 

$9;G?PF4FO B5GK9A<S (BE6B9AAO9 G@9A<S, 
;A4A<S, CD4>F<K9E><= BCOF) 

(BD@O < @9FB8O >BAFDB?S < BJ9A>< 
D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S 

'@9FP:   

1. "5M4FPES (GEFAB < C<EP@9AAB) A4 
<ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>9 A4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 < 
CB6E98A96AO9 F9@O; 

- 8B@4LA99 ;484A<9 CDB5?9@AB7B 
I4D4>F9D4; 
- CD4>F<K9E><9 ;484A<S CB D45BF9 E 
<AHBD@4J<9=, 8B>G@9AF4@<, 
?<F9D4FGDB=; 
-;4M<F4 <A8<6<8G4?PAOI < 
7DGCCB6OI ;484A<= CDB9>FAB7B 
I4D4>F9D4. 

2. C9D96B8<FP (EB E?B64DT@) <ABEFD4AAO9 
F9>EFO CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEF<; 
3. E4@BEFBSF9?PAB EB69DL9AEF6B64FP 
GEFAGR < C<EP@9AAGR D9KP; 
4. CBCB?ASFP E?B64DAO= ;4C4E. 

�A4FP:  

�9>E<K9E><= (1200-1400?9>E<K9E><I 
98<A<J) < 7D4@@4F<K9E><= @<A<@G@, 
A9B5IB8<@O= 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84 (EB 
E?B64DT@) <ABEFD4AAOI F9>EFB6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEF<. 

- FD48<J<BAA4S E<EF9@4 BF@9FB> 6 
54??4I ;4 >4:8GR 6OCB?A9AAGR 
D45BFG, A4 BEAB69 >BFBDOI 
6OEF46?S9FES <FB7B64S BF@9F>4; 
-@BA<FBD<A7 DBEF4 F6BDK9E>B= 
E4@BEFBSF9?PABEF< < A46O>B6 
CB?GK9A<S AB6B7B ;A4A<S >4:8O@ 
B5GK4RM<@ES. 

 

$9;G?PF4FO B5GK9A<S 
(BE6B9AAO9 "�) 

"EAB6AO9 CB>4;4F9?< 
BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4F4 

(BD@O < @9FB8O 
>BAFDB?S < BJ9A>< 
D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S 
(E CD<@9A9A<9@ 
4>F<6AOI < 
<AF9D4>F<6AOI 
@9FB8B6) 

"� 1. �O5<D4FP ECBEB5O 
D9L9A<S ;484K 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
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89SF9?PABEF< CD<@9A<F9?PAB 
> D4;?<KAO@ >BAF9>EF4@ 
 

D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<<. 

4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"�  2. �ECB?P;B64FP 
EB6D9@9AAO9 ED98EF64 CB<E>4, 
4A4?<;4 < <AF9DCD9F4J<< 
<AHBD@4J<< < 
<AHBD@4J<BAAO9 F9IAB?B7<< 
8?S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484K 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF<. 
 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 3. #?4A<DB64FP < 
D94?<;B6O64FP EB5EF69AAB9 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB9 < 
?<KABEFAB9 D4;6<F<9, 
CD98CD<A<@4F9?PE>GR 
89SF9?PABEFP 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= EH9D9, 
<ECB?P;B64FP ;A4A<S CB 
H<A4AEB6B= 7D4@BFABEF< 6 
D4;?<KAOI :<;A9AAOI 
E<FG4J<SI. 
 

- 89@BAEFD4J<S 
ECBEB5ABEF< CD<A<@4FP 
D9L9A<S 6 A9EF4A84DFAOI 
< EF4A84DFAOI E<FG4J<SI 
< A9EF< ;4 A<I 
BF69FEF69AABEFP. 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 4.1HH9>F<6AB 
6;4<@B89=EF6B64FP 6 
>B??9>F<69 < >B@4A89. 

- 4>F<6AB9 <ECB?P;B64A<9 
6 GK95AB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
<AHBD@4J<BAAOI < 
>B@@GA<>4J<BAAOI 
D9EGDEB6; 
- 7D4@BFAB9 D9L9A<9 
E<FG4J<BAAOI ;484K E 
CD<@9A9A<9@ 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI 
G@9A<= < ;A4A<=. 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 05. "EGM9EF6?SFP GEFAGR 
< C<EP@9AAGR >B@@GA<>4J<R 
A4 7BEG84DEF69AAB@ S;O>9 
$BEE<=E>B= (989D4J<< E 
GK9FB@ BEB59AABEF9= 
EBJ<4?PAB7B < >G?PFGDAB7B 
>BAF9>EF4. 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 
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E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

"� 6. #DBS6?SFP 7D4:84AE>B-
C4FD<BF<K9E>GR CB;<J<R, 
89@BAEFD<DB64FP BEB;A4AAB9 
CB6989A<9 A4 BEAB69 
FD48<J<BAAOI 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><I J9AABEF9=, 
CD<@9ASFP EF4A84DFO 
4AF<>BDGCJ<BAAB7B 
CB6989A<S. 
 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 7. %B89=EF6B64FP 
EBID4A9A<R B>DG:4RM9= 
ED98O, D9EGDEBE59D9:9A<R, 
QHH9>F<6AB 89=EF6B64FP 6 
KD9;6OK4=AOI E<FG4J<SI 
 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

"� 9. #B?P;B64FPES 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
8B>G@9AF4J<9= A4 
7BEG84DEF69AAB@ < 
<ABEFD4AAB@ S;O>4I. 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

#� 1.3 #DB6B8<FP D9@BAF 
D4;?<KAOI F<CB6 86<74F9?9= 6 
EBBF69FEF6<< E 
F9IAB?B7<K9E>B= 
8B>G@9AF4J<9= 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

#� 3.2 "EGM9EF6?SFP - %6B96D9@9AABEFP (BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
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F9IA<K9E>B9 B5E?G:<64A<9 
FD4AE@<EE<<, IB8B6B= K4EF< < 
BD74AB6 GCD46?9A<S 
46FB@B5<?9= EB7?4EAB 
F9IAB?B7<K9E>B= 
8B>G@9AF4J<<. 

 

6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

#� 3.3 #DB6B8<FP D9@BAF 
FD4AE@<EE<<, IB8B6B= K4EF< < 
BD74AB6 GCD46?9A<S 
46FB@B5<?9= 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E 
F9IAB?B7<K9E>B= 
8B>G@9AF4J<9=. 

 

- %6B96D9@9AABEFP 
6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=; 
- D4J<BA4?PAB9 
D4ECD989?9A<9 6D9@9A< 
A4 6E9I QF4C4I D9L9A<S 
;484K; 
- 6O5BD @9FB84 < ECBEB54 
D9L9A<S 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI ;484K 
E EB5?R89A<9@ F9IA<>< 
59;BC4EABEF< < EB7?4EAB 
;484AAB= E<FG4J<< 

(BA8O BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM9= < 
CDB@9:GFBKAB= 
4FF9EF4J<< CB 
EC9J<4?PABEF< 

 

#DB7D4@@4 6BEC<F4A<S 6 D45BK9= CDB7D4@@9 8<EJ<C?<AO BFD4:49FES K9D9; 

EB89D:4A<9 A4CD46?9A<= 6BEC<F4F9?PAB= D45BFO, D4;5<FOI A4 E?98GRM<9 6BEC<F4F9?PAO9 

@B8G?<: 

 B8G?< CDB7D4@@O 
6BEC<F4A<S 

%B89D:4A<9 @B8G?S CDB7D4@@O 6BEC<F4A<S 

 B8G?P 1 
«#DBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
?<KABEFAB9 6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S G8B6?9F6BD9A<S 
CBFD95ABEF9= B5GK4RM<IES 6 <AF9??9>FG4?PAB@, 
>G?PFGDAB@ < AD46EF69AAB@ D4;6<F<< 6 EH9D9 FDG8B6OI < 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I BFABL9A<= CBED98EF6B@ 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B E4@BBCD989?9A<S. 
З484K< @B8G?O: 

 D4;6<F<9 B5M9EF69AAB= 4>F<6ABEF< B5GK4RM<IES, 
6BEC<F4A<9 6 A<I EB;A4F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > FDG8G < 
A4DB8AB@G 8BEFBSA<R; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES CBFD95ABEF< 
FDG8<FPES, 8B5DBEB69EFAB, BF69FEF69AAB < F6BDK9E>< 
BFABE<FPES > D4;AO@ 6<84@ FDG8B6B= 89SF9?PABEF<. 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI >B@C9F9AJ<=; 
 HBD@<DB64A<9 BEB;A4A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
<89AF<KABEF< (BEB;A4A<9 E6B9= CD<A48?9:ABEF< > 
BCD989?TAAB= CDBH9EE<< < CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB@G 
EBB5M9EF6G); 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 EBJ<4?PAB-CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
BF69FEF69AABEF<, GE6B9A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
QF<K9E><I ABD@; 

 BEB;A4AAO= 6O5BD 5G8GM97B CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B 
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D4;6<F<S < 6B;@B:ABEF9= D94?<;4J<< EB5EF69AAOI 
:<;A9AAOI C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 BFABL9A<S > CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< >4> 6B;@B:ABEF< GK4EF<S 6 D9L9A<< 
?<KAOI, B5M9EF69AAOI, 7BEG84DEF69AAOI, 
B5M9A4J<BA4?PAOI CDB5?9@. 

 B8G?P 2 
 «�D4:84AE>B-
C4FD<BF<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: D4;6<F<9 ?<KABEF< B5GK4RM97BES A4 BEAB69 
HBD@<DB64A<S G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 C4FD<BF<;@4, 
7D4:84AEF69AABEF<, G64:9A<S > C4@SF< ;4M<FA<>B6 
"F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, ;4>BAG < 
CD46BCBDS8>G. 
З484K< @B8G?O: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ;A4A<= B5GK4RM<IES B E<@6B?<>9 
$BEE<<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< > 
6OCB?A9A<R 7D4:84AE>B7B 8B?74 < >BAEF<FGJ<BAAOI 
B5S;4AABEF9= CB ;4M<F9 $B8<AO; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES C4FD<BF<K9E>B7B 
EB;A4A<S, KG6EF64 69DABEF< E6B9@G "F9K9EF6G; 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > C4@SF< 
;4M<FA<>B6 "F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, 
<EFBD<K9E><@ E<@6B?4@ < C4@SFA<>4@ "F9K9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 DBEE<=E>B= 7D4:84AE>B= 
<89AF<KABEF<, 7D4:84AE>B= CB;<J<< 4>F<6AB7B < 
BF69FEF69AAB7B K?9A4 DBEE<=E>B7B B5M9EF64, 
BEB;A4RM97B E6B< >BAEF<FGJ<BAAO9 CD464 < 
B5S;4AABEF<, G64:4RM97B ;4>BA < CD46BCBDS8B>, 
B5?484RM97B KG6EF6B@ EB5EF69AAB7B 8BEFB<AEF64, 
BEB;A4AAB CD<A<@4RM97B FD48<J<BAAO9 
A4J<BA4?PAO9 < B5M9K9?B69K9E><9 7G@4A<EF<K9E><9 
< 89@B>D4F<K9E><9 J9AABEF<; 

 D4;6<F<9 CD46B6B= < CB?<F<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO 
B5GK4RM<IES, D4EL<D9A<9 >BAEFDG>F<6AB7B GK4EF<S 
6 CD<ASF<< D9L9A<=, ;4FD47<64RM<I <I CD464 < 
<AF9D9EO, 6 FB@ K<E?9 6 D4;?<KAOI HBD@4I 
B5M9EF69AAB= E4@BBD74A<;4J<<, E4@BGCD46?9A<S, 
B5M9EF69AAB ;A4K<@B= 89SF9?PABEF<; D4;6<F<9 6 
@B?B89:AB= ED989 BF69FEF69AABEF<, CD<AJ<CB6 
>B??9>F<6<;@4 < EBJ<4?PAB= EB?<84DABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CD<69D:9AABEF< <89S@ 
<AF9DA4J<BA4?<;@4, 8DG:5O, D469AEF64, 
6;4<@BCB@BM< A4DB8B6; 6BEC<F4A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > A4J<BA4?PAB@G 8BEFB<AEF6G ?R89=, <I 
KG6EF64@, D9?<7<B;AO@ G59:89A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 GEF4AB6B> ?<KABEF<, CB;6B?SRM<I 
CDBF<6BEFBSFP <89B?B7<< Q>EFD9@<;@4, 
A4J<BA4?<;@4, >E9ABHB5<<, >BDDGCJ<<, 
8<E>D<@<A4J<< CB EBJ<4?PAO@, D9?<7<B;AO@, 
D4EB6O@, A4J<BA4?PAO@ CD<;A4>4@ < 8DG7<@ 
A974F<6AO@ EBJ<4?PAO@ S6?9A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 4AF<>BDDGCJ<BAAB7B @<DB6B;;D9A<S. 
 B8G?P 3 «(<;<K9E>4S Ц9?P @B8G?O: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
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>G?PFGD4 < 
;8BDB6P9E59D9:9A<9» 

59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < 
FD48<J<S@ @AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<, >G?PFGDO 
;8BDB6PS, 59;BC4EAB7B CB6989A<S, EFD9@?9A<S > ;8BDB6B@G 
B5D4;G :<;A< < ;4ASF<S@ ECBDFB@, 6BEC<F4A<9 CE<I<K9E>< 
;8BDB6B=, H<;<K9E>< D4;6<FB= < EBJ<4?PAB-484CF<DB64AAB= 
?<KABEF<. 
З484K< @B8G?O: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 8GIB6AB@G D4;6<F<R, 
D94?<;4J<< F6BDK9E>B7B CBF9AJ<4?4 6 GK95AB=, 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< A4 BEAB69 
AD46EF69AAOI GEF4AB6B> < @BD4?PAOI ABD@, 
A9CD9DO6AB7B B5D4;B64A<S, E4@B6BEC<F4A<S < 
GA<69DE4?PAB= 8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAB= >B@C9F9AJ<< - 
«EF4AB6<FPES ?GKL9»; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES BF69FEF69AAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > E6B9@G ;8BDB6PR < CBFD95ABEF< 6 
;8BDB6B@ B5D4;9 :<;A<, H<;<K9E>B@ 
E4@BEB69DL9AEF6B64A<<, ;4ASF<SI ECBDF<6AB-
B;8BDB6<F9?PAB= 89SF9?PABEFPR, D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO 
59;BC4EAB= :<;A989SF9?PABEF<, CDBH<?4>F<>G 
A4D>BF<K9E>B= < 4?>B7B?PAB= ;46<E<@BEF<, 
F454>B>GD9A<S < 8DG7<I 6D98AOI CD<6OK9>; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 59D9:AB7B, BF69FEF69AAB7B < 
>B@C9F9AFAB7B BFABL9A<S > H<;<K9E>B@G < 
CE<IB?B7<K9E>B@G ;8BDB6PR - >4> EB5EF69AAB@G, F4> 
< 8DG7<I ?R89=, G@9A<9 B>4;O64FP C9D6GR CB@BMP, 
D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO ;8BDB6B7B C<F4A<S. 

 B8G?P 4 «�G?PFGDAB-
F6BDK9E>B9 6BEC<F4A<9» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S E4@BBCD989?9A<S < 
EBJ<4?<;4J<< B5GK4RM<IES A4 BEAB69 EBJ<B>G?PFGDAOI, 
8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAOI J9AABEF9= < CD<ASFOI 6 DBEE<=E>B@ 
B5M9EF69 CD46<? < ABD@ CB6989A<S 6 <AF9D9E4I K9?B69>4, 
E9@P<, B5M9EF64 < 7BEG84DEF64, HBD@<DB64A<9 G 
B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R. 
З484K< @B8G?O: 

 6BEC<F4A<9 ;8BDB6B=, EK4EF?<6B=, E6B5B8AB= 
?<KABEF<, HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< EF46<FP J9?< < 
EFDB<FP :<;A9AAO9 C?4AO; 

 D94?<;4J<S B5GK4RM<@<ES CD4>F<> E4@BD4;6<F<S < 
E4@B6BEC<F4A<S 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><@< J9AABEFS@< < <894?4@< 
7D4:84AE>B7B B5M9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CB;<F<6AOI :<;A9AAOI BD<9AF<DB6 < 
C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< < 
ECBEB5ABEF< > B5D4;B64A<R, 6 FB@ K<E?9 
E4@BB5D4;B64A<R, A4 CDBFS:9A<< 6E9= :<;A<; 
EB;A4F9?PAB9 BFABL9A<9 > A9CD9DO6AB@G 
B5D4;B64A<R >4> GE?B6<R GEC9LAB= 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= < B5M9EF69AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 6OD4:9AAB= 6 CB6989A<< 
AD46EF69AAB= CB;<J<<, 6 FB@ K<E?9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 
EB;A4F9?PAB@G 6O5BDG 8B5D4, AD46EF69AAB7B 
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EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S A4 BEAB69 GE6B9A<S 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><I J9AABEF9= < AD46EF69AAOI KG6EF6 
(K9EF<, 8B?74, ECD4698?<6BEF<, @<?BE9D8<S < 
8DG:9?R5<S); 

 D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO @9:A4J<BA4?PAB7B B5M9A<S; 
 HBD@<DB64A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > 
DB8<F9?S@ < EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R 6 J9?B@, 
7BFB6ABEF< CBASFP <I CB;<J<R, CD<ASFP <I ;45BFG, 
7BFB6ABEF< 8B7B64D<64FPES E DB8<F9?S@< < K?9A4@< 
E9@P< 6 D9L9A<< 6BCDBEB6 6989A<S 8B@4LA97B 
IB;S=EF64, D4ECD989?9A<S E9@9=AOI B5S;4AABEF9=; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 BF69FEF69AAB7B BFABL9A<S > EB;84A<R < 
EBID4A9A<R E9@P< A4 BEAB69 BEB;A4AAB7B CD<ASF<S 
J9AABEF9= E9@9=AB= :<;A<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 FB?9D4AFAB7B EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S 6 
CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9, 7BFB6ABEF< < ECBEB5ABEF< 
69EF< 8<4?B7 E 8DG7<@< ?R8P@<, 8BEF<74FP 6 A9@ 
6;4<@BCBA<@4A<S, A4IB8<FP B5M<9 J9?< < 
EBFDG8A<K4FP 8?S <I 8BEF<:9A<S. 

 B8G?P 5 «1>B?B7<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?O: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > :<6B= CD<DB89 < B>DG:4RM9= 
ED989, >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < FD48<J<S@ 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 
З484K< @B8G?O: 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES Q>B?B7<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO, 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > DB8AB= ;9@?9, CD<DB8AO@ 
5B74FEF64@ $BEE<< < @<D4, CBA<@4A<9 6?<SA<S 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I CDBJ9EEB6 A4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AB= < EBJ<4?PAB= ED98O; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 KG6EF64 BF69FEF69AABEF< ;4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AOI D9EGDEB6, HBD@<DB64A<9 G@9A<= < 
A46O>B6 D4;G@AB7B CD<DB8BCB?P;B64A<S, 
A9F9DC<@B7B BFABL9A<S > 89=EF6<S@, CD<ABESM<@ 
6D98 Q>B?B7<<; CD<B5D9F9A<9 BCOF4 Q>B?B7B-
A4CD46?9AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 QEF9F<K9E>B7B BFABL9A<S > @<DG, 
6>?RK4S QEF9F<>G 5OF4, A4GKAB7B < F9IA<K9E>B7B 
F6BDK9EF64, ECBDF4, B5M9EF69AAOI BFABL9A<=; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 @<DB6B;;D9A<S, EBBF69FEF6GRM97B 
EB6D9@9AAB@G GDB6AR D4;6<F<S A4G>< < 
B5M9EF69AAB= CD4>F<><, BEAB64AAB7B A4 8<4?B79 
>G?PFGD, 4 F4>:9 A4 CD<;A4A<< D4;?<KAOI HBD@ 
B5M9EF69AAB7B EB;A4A<S, CD98CB?474RM97B 
BEB;A4A<9 E6B97B @9EF4 6 CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 ?R56< > $B8<A9 A4 BEAB69 
<;GK9A<S >G?PFGDAB7B A4E?98<S < FD48<J<= 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 
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1.3. %<EF9@4 >BAFDB?S < BJ9A>< BE6B9A<S CDB7D4@@O GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
 

         �BAFDB?P >4K9EF64 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 6>?RK49F 6 E95S F9>GM<= 

>BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < CDB@9:GFBKAGR 4FF9EF4J<R. &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < 

CDB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S B5GK4RM<IES CDB6B8SFES 6 J9?SI GEF4AB6?9A<S EBBF69FEF6<S 

8BEF<:9A<= B5GK4RM<IES FD95B64A<S@ B5D4;B64F9?PAB= CDB7D4@@O > D9;G?PF4F4@ 

B5GK9A<S < HBD@<DB64A<S >B@C9F9AJ<=.  

(BD@B= CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<< CB GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<A9 S6?S9FES 

8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4K9F, >BFBDO= CDB6B8<FES 6 HBD@9 F9EF<DB64A<S CB <;GK9AAO@ 

F9@4@. 

(BD@4@< F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S S6?SRFES 6OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAOI ;484A<=, 

>BAFDB?PAOI D45BF. 

 

 

2. "C<E4A<9 CB>4;4F9?9= < >D<F9D<96 BJ9A<64A<S, BC<E4A<9 L>4? BJ9A<64A<S 

 

�BAFDB?P >4K9EF64 BE6B9A<S 8<EJ<C?<AO 6>?RK49F 6 E95S F9>GM<= >BAFDB?P 
GEC9649@BEF< < CDB@9:GFBKAGR 4FF9EF4J<R. &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < 
CDB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S CDB6B8SFES 6 J9?SI GEF4AB6?9A<S EBBF69FEF6<S 8BEF<:9A<= 
B5GK4RM<IES FD95B64A<S@ B5D4;B64F9?PAB= CDB7D4@@O > D9;G?PF4F4@ B5GK9A<S < 
HBD@<DB64A<S >B@C9F9AJ<=. 
$9;G?PF4FO BJ9A<64A<S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S ;4ABESFES CD9CB8464F9?9@ 6 :GDA4? < @B7GF 
GK<FO64FPES CD< CDB6989A<< CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<. 
�?S BJ9A<64A<S D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S <ECB?P;G9FES K9FODTI54?PA4S L>4?4: «BF?<KAB», 
«IBDBLB», «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB», «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB». 
#9D9K9AP BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6  CD98EF46?9A 6 A<:9E?98GRM9= F45?<J9.  
 

 
                              #9D9K9AP BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 
 

№ !4<@9AB64A<9 
HBA8B6 BJ9ABKAOI 
ED98EF6 

�D4F>4S I4D4>F9D<EF<>4 HBA8B6 
BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 

#D98EF46?9A<9 
HBA8B6 BJ9ABKAOI 
@4F9D<4?B6 6 ("% 

                                  &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< 

1. �OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAOI 
;484A<= CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<= 
CD<@9ASFP CB?GK9AAO9 ;A4A<S CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 8<EJ<C?<AO. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�484A<S CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO. 

2. �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 
6 HBD@9 F9EF4  (&9EF) 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< ?9>E<K9E>B7B < 
7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @<A<@G@4, 
A9B5IB8<@B7B 8?S KF9A<S < C9D96B84 
<ABEFD4AAOI F9>EFB6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEF<. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�BAFDB?PAO9 
(F9EFB6O9) ;484A<S 
CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO 

3. �<>F4AF %D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<S &9>EFO 8<>F4AFB6 
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B5M4FPES C<EP@9AAB A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ 
S;O>9 A4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 < 
CB6E98A96AO9 F9@O, E4@BEFBSF9?PAB 
EB69DL9AEF6B64FP C<EP@9AAGR D9KP, 
CBCB?ASFP E?B64DAO= ;4C4E. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

                                         #DB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S 
4. �4KTF %D98EF6B, CB;6B?SRM99 BJ9A<FP 

;A4A<S, G@9A<S < 6?489A<S 
B5GK4RM97BES CB 8<EJ<C?<A9. 
$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= A46O>4@< 
B5GK4RM<IES.. 

&9EFB6O9 ;484A<S > 
;4KTFG. 

 
 
�D<F9D<< < L>4?O BJ9A<64A<S 6 D9;G?PF4F9 <;GK9A<S 8<EJ<C?<AO CD< 
CDB6989A<< F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S < CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<: 

 

,>4?O BJ9A<64A<S �D<F9D<< BJ9A<64A<S 

«BF?<KAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES CD46<?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 
(F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). �9;BL<5BKAB ;4C<E4? F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 
8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? BF?<KAO= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? 
BF?<KAB9 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO 
<;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 
489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«IBDBLB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES IBDBLB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, 
GCD4:A9A<=). % A9;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ BL<5B> ;4C<E4? F9>EF 
8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? IBDBL<= C9D96B8 
CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? IBDBL99 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B 
EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP 
E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= 
D45BFO (F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). % EGM9EF69AAO@< A9FBKABEFS@<  ;4C<E4? 
F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAO= 
C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB9 6?489A<9 
;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < 
G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= 
EC9J<H<>9. 

«A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB (EB ;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ 
BL<5B>) 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). 
!9 ECD46<?ES E ;4C<EPR  F9>EF4 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), A9 
6OCB?A<?  C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? A98BEF4FBKAO= 
GDB69AP  6?489A<S ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO 
<;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6BT D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 
489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

 
 
#DB7D4@@4 >BAFDB?PAB-BJ9ABKAOI @9DBCD<SF<= ;4 C9D<B8 <;GK9A<S CB 

8<EJ<C?<A9 
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№ 

!4<@9AB64A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB-
BJ9ABKAB7B 
@9DBCD<SF<S 

"5N9>F >BAFDB?S 
(F9@4 />B@C9F9AJ<<, @B8G?< 6BEC<F4A<S) 

!4<@9AB64A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
ED98EF64 

(HBD@4 CDB6989A<S) 

1.1 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «%<EF9@4 B5D4;B64A<S 6 
$BEE<< < �9?<>B5D<F4A<<» 

"� 1 –
"� 6 

 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (GEFAB) 

1.2 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «1>B?B7<K9E><9 CDB5?9@O. 
�4M<F4 B>DG:4RM9= ED98O» 

 "�-4 
"�-5 
"�-6 

 B8G?P 5 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.3 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «%D98EF64 >B@@GA<>4J<<» 

"�-1 
"� -3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 <FB7B6B7B 
?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.4 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�EFBD<S D4;6<F<S 
46FB@B5<?9EFDB9A<S» 

 "�-3 
"�-4 
"�-5  

 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.5 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «#GF9L9EF6<S A4 
46FBFD4AECBDF9» 

"�-1 
"�-6  
"�-10 
#� 1.3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.6 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «&D4AECBDFAO9 ED98EF64» 

"�-1 "�-
2 

"�-3 "�-
6 
"�-7 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 <FB7B6B7B 
?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.7 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «"EAB6AO9 >B@CBA9AFO < 
@9I4A<;@O 46FB@B5<?S» 

"�-1, 
"�-6 

 B8G?P 1 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB)  
 

1.8 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�6<74F9?<» 

"�-2 "�-
5 

#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 
%?B64DAO= 8<>F4AF. 
  

1.9 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�AEFDG@9AFO < @9DO 
59;BC4EABEF< CD< CDB6989A<< 
D9@BAFAOI D45BF A4 
46FB@B5<?PAB@ FD4AECBDF9» 

"�-1 "�-
2 

#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
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1.10 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «"5BDG8B64A<9 CD< BID4A9 
FDG84 A4 FD4AECBDF9» 

"�-3 
"�-7 
"�-10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.11 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�AEFDG>J<< < 
DG>B6B8EF64 CD< <ECB?P;B64A<< 
CD<5BDB6 F9IA<K9E>B7B 
B5BDG8B64A<S 46FB@B5<?S » 

"�-4 "�-
5 

"�-10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (GEFAB). 
�G8<DB64A<9. 

1.12 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�AEFDG>J<< CB F9IA<>9 
59;BC4EABEF< CD< D9@BAF9 < 
6B:89A<< 46FB@B5<?S» 

"� 2 
"� 4 
"� 10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 
 B8G?P 3 

�OCB?A9A<9 <FB7B6B7B 
?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B 
;484A<S  (C<EP@9AAB) 

1.13 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: « 9A98:@9AF < 
@9A98:9DO», «'EFDB=EF6B A4 
D45BFG» 

"� 2 "� 
4 

"� 11 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

2.1 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(2 >GDE, 3 E9@9EFD)  

"�-1- 
"�-6, "� 

10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 1 

�OCB?A9A<9 >BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B ;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 

2.2 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(2 >GDE, 4 E9@9EFD) 

"�-1 
"�-6 
"�-10 
#� 1.3 
#�. 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 

1-5 

�OCB?A9A<S >BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B ;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 

2.2 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(3 >GDE, 5-6 E9@9EFDO) 

"�-1 – 
"�-6 
"� -10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 

1-3 

�OCB?A9A<9 >BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B ;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 
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2.3 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< 
(4 >GDE, 7-8 E9@9EFDO) 

"�-1 – 
"�-6 
"�-10 
#� 1.3 
#� 3.2 
#� 3.3 
 B8G?P 

1-4 

�OCB?A9A<9 >BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B ;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KTF 
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3. (BA8 BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 8?S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S  
 

&9@4 1.1 : « %<EF9@4 B5D4;B64A<S 6 $BEE<< < �9?<>B5D<F4A<<» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (GEFAB) 

 

Read the sentences, point out the Continuous Tenses. Give the Russian equivalents. 

#DBK<F4=F9 CD98?B:9A<S, BCD989?<F9 6D9@9A4 7DGCCO Continuous. �4=F9 
DGEE><9 Q>6<64?9AFO. 

 

1. We use this scheme when we are discussing the problem.  
2. Now he is sitting at the lesson. 
3. These learners are working now at about the same speed as their classmates. 
4. At 10 o’clock tomorrow he will be taking the exam. 
5. He is watching TV at the moment. 
6. Primary school pupils are being taught such skills as reading, writing, and arithmetic. 
7. They were receiving instructions in different subjects the whole month. 
8. At the moment the pictures are being described by the pupils. 
9. He was visiting the museum from 4 till 6 o’clock yesterday. 
10. The classes are being attended by the students all the term. 
 

 
&9@4 1.2 «1>B?B7<K9E><9 CDB5?9@O. �4M<F4 B>DG:4RM9= ED98O.» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 
 
Continue the following statements. 

#DB8B?:<F9 E?98GRM<9 GF69D:89A<S 
 

1. The forest protects the Earth from erosion &&.. . 
2. Under the branches of higher trees, there are &&.. . 
3. When man breathes, he &&& . 
4. During the photosynthesis &&& . 
5. In his activity, man needed timber &&&.. . 
6. Recently scientists have found out that ecological crises &&& 
7. If the forest is destroyed because of commercial interests &&.. . 
8. Our country protects forests: in 1942 &&& 
9. Because of people forest fires take place, and if will take &&. 
10. Only if we take care of Earth &&&. . 

 

 

&9@4 1.3. « %D98EF64 >B@@GA<>4J<<» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Make a sentence out of the two parts. 

%BEF46PF9 CD98?B:9A<S. 
 

1. The first black-and-white nine-by-
by-twelve inch TV sets 

2. In a surprisingly short time 

1. has been replaced by colour 
television  

2. the development of TV became 
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3. At present 
 

4. Satellite and cable TV make it 
possible 

5. Recently black-and-white TV 
 
 

6. The next major advance in  
 
 

7. The invention of high definition 
television with a picture resembling a 
wide screen film 

digital television in which the usual 
signal is replaced by a digital code. 

3. were of historical importance in 
1939 

4. television has had great influence 
on people’s life and way of thinking 

5. is the most important stage in the 
development of TV since the 
appearance of colour television 

6. to watch TV programs in different 
parts of the country and throughout 
the world 

7. there are different kinds of 
television systems: satellite, cable, 
colour, pocket-size, digital, high-
definitional television 
 

 
 

&9@4 1.4 «�EFBD<S D4;6<F<S 46FB@B5<?9EFDB9A<S» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Read and translate the text to find answers to the given questions 

#DBK<F4=F9 < C9D9698<F9 C<EP@9AAB F9>EF, KFB5O A4=F< BF69FO A4 CBEF46?9AAO9 
6BCDBEO 

 

DIFFERENT KINDS OF LAND TRANSPORT 
 

1. What was the reaction of the people after the invention of the steam engine? 

In Washington the story is told of a director of the Patent Office who in the early thirties of the 
last century suggested that the Office be closed because <everything that could possibly be 
invented had been invented=. People experienced a similar feeling after the invention of the 
steam engine. 
But there was a great need for a more efficient engine than the steamengine, for one without a 
huge boiler, an engine that could quickly be started and stopped. This problem was solved by the 
invention of the internal combustion engine. 

2. Who introduced the first cheap motor car? 

The first practical internal combustion engine was introduced in the form of a gas engine by the 
German engineer N.Otto in 1876. 
Since the motor transport began to spread in Europe very rapidly. But the person who was the 
first to make it really popular was Henry Ford, an American manufacturer who introduced the 
first cheap motor car, the famous  Ford Model <T=. 
 
#9D9698<F9 A4 DGEE><= S;O> E?98GRM<9 E?B6BEBK9F4A<S, G>4:<F9, K9@ 6OD4:9AB 
BCD989?9A<9. 
 

The problem to be solved 
The new device to be introduced 
The theory to be considered 
The instrument to be used 
The bridge to be constructed 

The remark made 
The distance travelled 
The money paid 
The delayed train 
The translated article 
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The road to be paved 
The experiment to be carried out 
 

The collapsed building 
The tested method 

 
&9@4 1.5 «#GF9L9EF6<9 A4 46FBFD4AECBDF9» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Guess the word by the explanation of its meaning 

�B7484=F9EP B ;A4K9A<< E?B64 CB 97B BC<E4A<R. 
 

1) A device used in navigation that keeps steady because of a heavy wheel spinning inside 
it. 

2) A period of hundred years 
3) Someone who travels by public transport 
4) Done in a short time 
5) The parallel metal lines that trains travel on 
6) A large vehicle for carrying passengers, powered by petrol 
7) A place where planes land and take off 
8) The last part of something 
9) A period of ten years 
10) Something invented 

 
Insert prepositions or post-verbal adverbs 

�EF46PF9 CD98?B7< <?< BF7?47B?PAO9 A4D9K<S 

 
1. One of the greatest inventions ____ mankind was a wheel. 
2. Man conquered the air ___ last. 
3. I don’t like to travel ___ car. 
4. Buses are not ____ quick ____ planes. 
5. Good luck ____ your choice! 

 
Give the full answers to the following questions. 

�4=F9 CB?AO9 BF69FO A4 6BCDBEO. 
 

1. The means of transport nowadays are numerous, aren’t they? 
2. What is the most natural way of travelling? 
3. The wheel was one of the greatest inventions of mankind, wasn’t it? 
4. What is based on this invention? 
5. If you travel by car, you are not limited by the time, are you? 

 

&9@4 1.6  « &D4AECBDFAO9 ED98EF64» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (D45BF4 6 7DGCC4I) 

 

Divide the following words or phrases into four groups, those which describe or belong to 

a) passenger vehicles; b) vehicles for the carriage of goods; c) non-road mobile machinery; 

d) off-road vehicles. 

$4ECD989?<F9 E?B64 CB 7DGCC4@. 

 

Coach, truck, pickup, omnibus, scraper, gravel surface, flexible suspension, excavator, caterpillar 
track, grader, bus, motor car, bulky equipment, large tyres, bulldozer, deep open treads. 
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Agree or disagree with the following definitions 

%B7?4E<F9EP <?< A9 EB7?4E<F9EP E 84AAO@< GF69D:89A<S@<. 
 

1. Bulky is too big to be carried or stored easily. 
2. Bulldozer is a heavy vehicle with a large curved open container at the front used for 

moving earth and stones, destroying buildings, etc. 
3. Coach is a long comfortable vehicle for carrying a large number of passengers on long 

journeys. 
4. Omnibus is an old word meaning a <bus=. 
5. Trailer is a long container that can be fixed to a vehicle and used for moving heavy 

objects or large animals. 
 

Match each word with its correct definition 

#B859D<F9 CD46<?PAB9 BCD989?9A<9 > >4:8B@G E?B6G 
 

Scraper, excavator, pickup, ambulance, truck 

1. A machine used for removing a layer from a surface. 
2. A large road vehicle for carrying goods. 
3. A vehicle for taking people to hospital. 
4. A truck with an open back and low sides. 
5. A large machine for digging holes in the ground. 

 

 
&9@4 1.7  «"EAB6AO9 >B@CBA9AFO < @9I4A<;@O 46FB@B5<?S» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Make up sentences according to the models to practice the use of tenses. 

%BEF46PF9 CD98?B:9A<S CB @B89?<. 
 

Model A: �4> CD46<?B, BA< D45BF4NF 6 BH<E9. 
                 As a rule, they work in the office. 

1. �4> CD46<?B, @O 6OCB?AS9@ @AB7B ;484A<=. 2. !4;A4K9A<9 FD4AECBDFAB7B ED98EF64 
B5OKAB BCD989?S9F 97B D4;@9D < 69E. 3. !95B?PLB9 C4EE4:<DE>B9 FD4AECBDFAB9 
ED98EF6B B5OKAB <ECB?P;G9F ?97><= A9EGM<= >G;B6. 4. ,4EE< 6>?RK49F 
FD4AE@<EE<R, IB8B6GR K4EFP < E<EF9@O GCD46?9A<S. 5. 'EFDB=EF6B CB?AB7B 
CD<6B84 EA<:49F D<E> 5G>EB64A<S >B?9E. 
 

Model B:  �97><9 A9EGM<9 >G;B64 <ECB?P;GNFEO 6 A95B?PL<I 46FB@B5<?OI. 
                 Lightweight unitary constructions are used in small passenger vehicles. 

 

1. �E9 E<EF9@O < >B@CBA9AFO 46FB@B5<?S D4;@9M4RFES 6 A9EGM9@ >G;B69. 2. 
#DG:<AO, 4@BDF<;4FBDO < A4CD46?SRM<= 4CC4D4F 6IB8SF 6 E<EF9@G CB869E><. 3. 
�B?PL<AEF6B EB6D9@9AAOI 46FB@B5<?9= CDB9>F<DGRFES E A9EGM<@ >G;B6B@. 4. 
$<E> 5G>EB64A<S >B?9E G@9APL49FES CD< A4?<K<< GEFDB=EF64 CB?AB7B CD<6B84. 5. 
�OEB><9 FS7B6O9 CB>4;4F9?< B59EC9K<64RFES @BMAO@< 8<;9?PAO@< 86<74F9?S@<. 

 

 

&9@4 1.8 «�6<74F9?<» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 
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Translate the following sentences from Russian into English. 

�OCB?A<FP C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9A<= E DGEE>B7B S;O>4 A4 4A7?<=E><=. 
 

1. �?46AO9 EFDG>FGDAO9 >B@CBA9AFO 46FB@B5<?S: 86<74F9?P, L4EE< < >G;B6. 
2. �EFBKA<> QA9D7<< 8?S 46FB@B5<?S – 86<74F9?P 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<S. 
3. �9A;<AB6O= 86<74F9?P – E4@O= CBCG?SDAO= 8?S ?97><I C4EE4:<DE><I 
FD4AECBDFAOI ED98EF6, 86<74F9?P 6 FS:9?OI FD4AECBDFAOI ED98EF64I 6 
5B?PL<AEF69 E?GK496 – @BMAO= 8<;9?PAO= 86<74F9?P. 

4. 1A9D7<S 86<74F9?S C9D9849FES K9D9; FD4AE@<EE<R < IB8B6GR K4EFP > 698GM<@ 
>B?9E4@. 

5. �B?PL<AEF6B EB6D9@9AAOI 46FB@B5<?9= E>BAEFDG<DB64AO E A9EGM<@ >G;B6B@. 
 
Complete the sentences: change the word in capitals at the end of each sentence to 

form a word that fits suitably in the blank space. 

�BCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<S, <ECB?P;GS 6O89?9AAO9 E?B64, EHBD@<DB646 <; A<I 
AB6B9 E?B6B. 
 

1. The first internal combustions engines did not have in-cylinder&.. COMPRESS. 
2. In accordance with valve &, the internal combustion engines are called I-head 

engines and L-head engines LOCATE. 
3. Basic design divides engines into&.and rotary ones RECIPROCATE. 
4. The &. Chambers are built into the non-rotating block in rotary engines COMBUST. 
5. The& of the internal combustion engine had a profound impact on human life 

INVENT. 
 
Word dictation 

�4C<E4FP E?98GRM<9 CBASF<S CB8 8<>FB6>G CD9CB8464F9?S A4 4A7?<=E>B@ 
S;O>9. 
 
Ignition (;4:<74A<9), fossil fuel (<E>BC49@B9 FBC?<6B), reciprocating engine 
(CBDLA96B= 86<74F9?P), spark ignition (86<74F9?P E <E>DB6O@ ;4:<74A<9@), 
combustion chamber (86<74F9?P 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<S), crankshaft (>B?9AK4FO= 
64?), rotary engine (DBFBDAO= 86<74F9?P), single-cylinder engine 
(B8ABJ<?<A8DB6O= 86<74F9?P). 

 
&9@4 1.9. «�AEFDG@9AFO < @9DO 59;BC4EABEF< CD< CDB6989A<< D9@BAFAOI D45BF A4 
46FB@B5<?PAB@ FD4AECBDF9» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 
 

Translate the sentences into English. 

�OCB?A<F9 C9D96B8 CD98?B:9A<= A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

1. !9E@BFDS A4 FB, KFB D4;?<KAO9 @B8<H<>4J<< 86<74F9?9= 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<S 
5O?< D4;D45BF4AO 9M9 8B 19 69>4, <I L<DB>B9 CD<@9A9A<9 A4K4?BEP FB784, >B784 
8B5OK4 < C9D97BA>4 A9HF< CD<B5D9?< CDB@OL?9AAO9 @4ELF45O 6 >BAJ9 19 
EFB?9F<S. 

2. #9D6O= 86<74F9?P 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<S A9 <@9? F4>F4 E:4F<S. 
3. #B ECBEB5G 6CDOE>4 FBC?<64 86<74F9?< E 6BEC?4@9A9A<9@ BF E:4F<S 
CB8D4;89?SRFES A4 86<74F9?< E A9CBED98EF69AAO@ 6CDOE>B@ FBC?<64, 86<74F9?< E 
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A9CDS@O@ 6CDOE>B@, 86<74F9?< E 6BEC?4@9A9A<9@ BF E:4F<S, <ECB?P;GRM<9 
B8ABDB8AGR FBC?<6AGR @4EEG. 
Translate the text from English into Russian in writing 

#9D9698<F9 F9>EF C<EP@9AAB. 
 

                                     AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 

 

The automobile has undergone significant changes largely due to advancements in the 
automotive engineering industry. Behind every car, truck, bus or bike on the roads and 
in the store there is an automobile engineer who played a key role in their design and 
construction. Because of the massive amount of vehicles on the roads today, the 
automobile engineering industry has a lot of responsibility both to ensure the safety of 
those vehicles and to make them more efficient. 
Automobile engineering employs different engineering disciplines to assist in the design 
and manufacture of any kind of vehicles such as cars and buses, bikes and trucks. So, for 
example, one automobile engineer is in charge of working on the body of the vehicle to 
make sure that it is as aerodynamic as possible. It leads to performance maximization and 
makes sure that a vehicle uses as little fuel as possible. While another is working on the 
structural integrity of the vehicle to make sure that in case of any sort of crash, the people 
inside the vehicle are as protected as possible, and so on. If you imagine all the 
components that make up a vehicle, then it is clear that there is someone who is 
responsible for making sure that a vehicle functions properly, some of these jobs and 
tasks overlap. To make sure that all these subsystems of the car work together there is 
generally a systems engineer or a development engineer who has an overseer role.  

 
&9@4 1.10 «�AEFDG>J<< < DG>B6B8EF64 CD< <ECB?P;B64A<< CD<5BDB6 F9IA<K9E>B7B 
B5BDG8B64A<S 46FB@B5<?S» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B F9EF4 (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Translate the text in writing form, find the sentences with modal verbs and their 

equivalents. 

�OCB?A<F9 C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 F9>EF4, A4=8<F9 CD98?B:9A<S E @B84?PAO@< 
7?47B?4@< < <I Q>6<64?9AF4@< < 6OC<L<F9 <I. 
 

                                     FMS IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 

 

The main goal of a flexible manufacturing system is offering the speed needed to change quickly 
in account with market conditions, but not sacrifice any quality. Equipping production with a 
flexible manufacturing system may initially be more expensive than traditional equipment, but 
the overall goal of reducing expenses can be achieved easier. Manufacturers are capable of 
saving money by using the same equipment for performing two or more functions. 
One of the most common examples of a flexible manufacturing system can be seen in the 
manufacturing of automobiles. Certain equipment is used for attaching doors to a sedan. With 
just a few simple adjustments, the same line and equipment may be used to attach doors to a 
sport utility vehicle or some other type of vehicle. In fact, the automobile industry keeps on 
saving a substantial amount of money using a flexible manufacturing system. A report in 2011 
indicated that Ford Motor Company saved approximately $2.5 billion US dollars by putting 
flexible systems in at five manufacturing plants. The company estimated that it could save at 
least half of the cost of manufacturing updated models using the systems. 
In some cases, the machines may not only be used for producing or assembling different parts for 
different models, but to make customizations. These customizations, without a flexible system in 
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place, would take much longer and be much more expensive for the customer. Using machines 
with the ability to be flexible can not only speed the process up, but can improve customer 
satisfaction by bringing down the price.                                                     
 
&9@4 1.11 «�AEFDG>J<< CB F9IA<>9 59;BC4EABEF< CD< D9@BAF9 < 6B:89A<< 
46FB@B5<?S» 
 

�G8<DB64A<9 
�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (GEFAB) 

 

Listen to the text «The Motor Car Electrical/Electronic Equipment”. 
Before listening: mind the words and phrases given to comprehend better the information you 

are going to listen to. 

#DBE?GL4=F9 F9>EF. 
П9D98 CDBE?GL<64A<9@ B5D4F<F9 6A<@4A<9 A4 AB6O9 E?B64, KFB5O ?GKL9 CBAOFP 
EB89D:4A<9 F9>EF4. 
 

To be fitted – 5OFP BEA4M9AAO@ 
Sidelights – 7454D<FAO9 HBA4D< 
Headlights – H4DO 
Poor visibility – C?BI4S 6<8<@BEFP 
To turn – CB6BD4K<64FP 
Windscreen wipers and washers – EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?< 
Horns – E<7A4?O 
Central locking – J9AFD4?<;B64AAB9 ;4>DO64A<9 869D9= 
To achieve – 8BEF<74FP 
Acceptable emission level – FD95G9@O= GDB69AP 6OI?BCAOI 74;B6 
 

The Motor Car Electrical/Electronic Equipment 

 

A modern motor car has a considerable number of electrical and electronic systems. It is fitted 
with certain lights, sidelights and headlights to be used in darkness and in poor visibility. 
Indicators, or flashers, are used to inform others of the direction in which a motor car is turning. 
Brake lights are required during the application of the brakes. There are a lot of other items 
which are operated electrically, such as windscreen wipers and washers, horns, heaters, audio 
systems, conditioning systems, central locking, etc. 
The modern motor vehicle uses electronically controlled systems to operate many of the 
electrical items which were once controlled by simple on/off switches. Lately, electronically 
controlled engine systems have become common to achieve good performance and acceptable 
emission levels. 
To operate the motor car electrical and electronic equipment electrical power is needed. It comes 
from a generator which is driven from the engine. Since certain items may be needed when 
engine is not turning, a battery or accumulator is fitted. The battery is charged by the generator 
when the engine is running.  
 
After listening: agree or disagree with the following statements and add some more 

information if needed. 

#BE?9 CDBE?GL<64A<S: EB7?4E<F9EP <?< A9 EB7?4E<F9EP E 84AAO@< GF69D:89A<S@<, 

 

1. A motor car uses side lights and headlights only in darkness. 2. Brake lights are not 
required during the application of the brakes. 3 Windscreen wipers and washers are 
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operated electrically. 4 Modern cars uses electronically controlled systems to achieve 
acceptable emission levels. 5. A motor car is fitted with an accumulator.  

 
&9@4 1.12 «  9A98:@9AF < @9A98:9DO»;  «'EFDB=EF6B A4 D45BFG» 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<O (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Make the translation of these texts and do tasks to them. 

#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<9 F9>EFO < 6OCB?A<F9 ;484A<S > A<@ CB 64D<4AF4@. 
 

                                                         

                                                                     Text 1 

1. To begin your job search, you must identify the kind of job you want, where the jobs are 
and what employers expect. 

2. If you are a student or a graduate of a vocational, technical or professional (university) 
training programme and you have the same interests, you already know the kind of job 
you want. 

3. Begin by thinking about the work you can do. Include the work you have been trained to 
do, work you have actually done and work you enjoy doing. 

4. Next, talk to as many people as possible about your job interests and concerns. 
5. Thinking and talking help you build a network of people interested in helping you. 
6. This network will lead to specific job contacts. 
7. However job counseling is also useful. 
8. Job counseling is a professional service that may include vocational interest and aptitude 

testing; informing and advising about particular jobs; and providing training and 
guidance in the various steps at a job search. 

 

1. Find in the text the equivalents of the following word combinations. 

!4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 Q>6<64?9AFO E?98GRM<I E?B6BEBK9F4A<=. 
 

#B<E>< D45BFO, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB9 GK95AB9 ;46989A<9, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 >BAF4>FO, 
E?G:54 FDG8BGEFDB=EF64, CDB69D>4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= CD<7B8ABEF< < <AF9D9EB6, B5GK9A<9 
< DG>B6B8EF6B. 
 

2. Answer the questions. 

"F69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO. 
1. What must you do to begin your job search? 
2. What must you include when thinking about the work you can do? 
3. How can you build a network of people interested in helping you? 
4. What is job counseling? 
5. Does it provide training and guidance? 

 
 
                                                    Text 2 

1. Employers want to select employees who have or who can learn the skills necessary to do 
the job. 

2. Most employers will not hire people who are not dependable or who cannot get along 
with others. 

3. Thus, they want to learn as much as possible about the skills, dependability and personal 
characteristics of prospective employees. 

4. Depending on the job you are applying for, you might have to complete an application 
form, participate in one or more employment interviews, submit a resume, take a test, 
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have a physical examination or submit references, samples of your work and copies of 
your school records. 

5. Each of these steps in the employment process provides the employer with important 
information about you. 

 
3. Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 Q>6<64?9AFO E?98GRM<I E?B6 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<=. 
 

#D98CD<A<@4F9?<, D45BFA<><, A46O><, BF5BD D45BFA<>4 (A48T:ABEFP D45BFA<>4), 
?<KAO9 >4K9EF64, CD9F9A8B64FP A4 (D45BFG), E84FP Q>;4@9A, CDB=F< @98<J<AE>B9 
B5E?98B64A<9, CD98EF46<FP D9;R@9 < D9>B@9A84J<<. 
 

4. Which statements are correct? 

�4><9 GF69D:89A<S CD46<?PAO9? 
 

1. Employers want to select only such employees who already have the necessary skills. 
2. Most employers will hire only dependable people. 
3. Employers want to learn all except your personal characteristics. 
4. You might have to take a test when applying for a job. 
5. You are never requested to submit references or school records. 

 
                                                         Text 3 

1. Many people believe that answering newspaper want ads is the best method to use. 
2. Job advertisements are found in the classified advertising section of newspapers. 
3. Want ads are also found in professional journals. 
4. There are two main types of want ads: <Help wanted= and <Jobs wanted=. 

You should read want ads for two reasons: first, to learn more general information about 
jobs that are available; second, to learn specific information about a particular job that is 
of interest to you. 

5. An ad may tell the education and work experience that are required for the job, the 
location of the job, the working hours and the pay.  

6. It also tells you how to apply for the particular job. 
7. Avoid ads that make unrealistic offers. 
8. If an ad suggests that you will make a lot of money quickly and easily, do not apply for 

that job. 
 

5  Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 Q>6<64?9AFO E?98GRM<I E?B6 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<=. 
 

"5NS6?9A<9, CB8IB8SM4S D45BF4, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 :GDA4?O, B5NS6?9A<9 B CD<T@9 A4 
D45BFG, «&D95GRFES A4 D45BFG», «�MG D45BFG», CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO= BCOF, 
@9EFBA4IB:89A<9 H<D@O, D45BK<= 89AP, BC?4F4, A9D94?PAO9 CD98?B:9A<S, ;4D45BF4FP 
@AB7B 89A97. 
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4. ("!� "*�!"+!/) %$��%&� ��3 #$" ��'&"+!"� �&&�%&�*�� 

 

&9@4 2.1   $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< (2 >GDE, 3 E9@9EFD) 

 
                                       �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 № 1 
!4;A4K9A<9 
("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO <ABEFD4AAO= 
S;O>. 
(BD@4 CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<< 

�<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO , <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B 
F9EF<DB64A<S. 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6 8?S B5GK4RM<IES – 1 

�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF 
�484A<S:  9EFB<@9A<S. �<8B6D9@9AAO9 HBD@O 7?47B?B6. �9>E<>4 CB F9@9. 
'@9A<S: KF9A<9 
 

                                         ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 

 

            �484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 8?S >BAFDB?S GE6B9A<S 7D4@@4F<>< 

�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 CD98EF46?9A4 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 8BCB?A<FP CD98?B:9A<S < C9D969EF< <I A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R 

�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 
�BCB?A<F9 < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
Complete and translate the sentences into Russian. 

 

1. Each country has&&system of education. 
a) its                   b) it’s               c) it 
2. These students &&&.graduate from the college next year. 
a) were               b) are                c) will 
3. His parents sent&&&&to the grammar school. 
a) him                 b) his                 c) he 
4. Children&&&..secondary education at school. 
a) has got             b) gets                 c) get 
5. Many students &&&&&in hostels. 
a) live                   b) lives                c) to live 
6. Throughout &&&country there is a network of higher educational establishment. 
a) them                 b) their                c) theirs 
7. Comprehensive schools&&&&all types of secondary education.  
a) has combined   b) combined        c) combines  
8. The first university&&&.founded in 1755 in Moscow on the initiative of M.V. 
Lomonosov. 
a) to be                 b) was                  c) were 
9. Colleges&&&..different courses. 
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a) offer                  b) to offer            c) is offering 
10. Some students failed&&&..entrance exams. 
a) ours                   b) their                 c) mine 
11. What departments&&&..there in your institution? 
a) are                      b) is                     c) were 
12. Our environment must be&&&.. . 
a) clean                   b) dirty                 c) fast 
13. Many species of animals live free of danger from man&&& 
a) homes                b) boxes               c) national parks 
14. Cars and factories&&&&the air. 
a) pollute                b) pollutes            c) is polluting 
15. Progress can be blamed in&&&problems. 
a) much                   b) many                c) little 
16. Air and water&&&.to all countries. 
a) belong                  b) belongs            c) belonged 
17. Our forests can die&&&&..acid rain. 
a) with                      b) to                      c) from 
18. Most of the&&&..are valued for fur. 
a) animals                 b) fish                   c) insects 
19. Using chemicals may &&& the cause of ecological pollution. 
a) be                          b) had                    c) are 
20. The construction of purifying systems helps to&&&.ecology. 
a) damage                  b) improve            c) to harm 
 
�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES (ECD46BKA4S, @9FB8<K9E>4S < 8D.): 4A7?B-DGEE><= < 
DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP. 
 
 
                             #���& #$�#"����&��3 

�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6: 1 
�484A<= 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 20 
�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF 
 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R 

�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45O6 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF. 

�BCB?A<F9 < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
Complete and translate the sentences into Russian. 

 

1 Each country has&&system of education. 
a) its                   b) it’s               c) it 
2. These students &&&.graduate from the college next year. 
a) were               b) are                c) will 
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3. His parents sent&&&&to the grammar school. 
a) him                 b) his                 c) he 
4. Children&&&..secondary education at school. 
a) has got             b) gets                 c) get 
5. Many students &&&&&in hostels. 
a) live                   b) lives                c) to live 
6. Throughout &&&country there is a network of higher educational establishment. 
a) them                 b) their                c) theirs 
7. Comprehensive schools&&&&all types of secondary education.  
a) has combined   b) combined        c) combines  
8. The first university&&&.founded in 1755 in Moscow on the initiative of M.V. 
Lomonosov. 
a) to be                 b) was                  c) were 
9. Colleges&&&..different courses. 
a) offer                  b) to offer            c) is offering 
10. Some students failed&&&..entrance exams. 
a) ours                   b) their                 c) mine 
11. What departments&&&..there in your institution? 
a) are                      b) is                     c) were 
12. Our environment must be&&&.. . 
a) clean                   b) dirty                 c) fast 
13. Many species of animals live free of danger from man&&& 
a) homes                b) boxes               c) national parks 
14. Cars and factories&&&&the air. 
a) pollute                b) pollutes            c) is polluting 
15. Progress can be blamed in&&&problems. 
a) much                   b) many                c) little 
16. Air and water&&&.to all countries. 
a) belong                  b) belongs            c) belonged 
17. Our forests can die&&&&..acid rain. 
a) with                      b) to                      c) from 
18. Most of the&&&..are valued for fur. 
a) animals                 b) fish                   c) insects 
19. Using chemicals may &&& the cause of ecological pollution. 
a) be                          b) had                    c) are 
20. The construction of purifying systems helps to&&&.ecology. 
a) damage                  b) improve            c) to harm 
 
�?RK<: 
 

1. a 
2. c 
3. a 
4. c 
5. a 
  

 

6. b 
7. b 
8. b 
9. a 
10. b 

11. a 
12. a 
13. c 
14. a 
15. b 

16. a 
17. c 
18. a 
19. a 
20. b 

 
,>4?4 BJ9AB> 

 

0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-4 BL<5>< – 4 54??4 
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5-6     BL<5B> -   3 54??4 
7 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 

 

                                                      

&9@4 2.2   $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< (2 >GDE, 4 E9@9EFD) 
 

�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 № 2 
 

!4;A4K9A<9: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A><  D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O>. 
(BD@4 CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF. 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO, >BFBD4S EBEFB<F <; 86GI K4EF9=. 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: - 1 

�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S – 50 @<AGF. 
�A4A<S: �D9@9A4 7?47B?B6.  9EFB<@9A<S. #D<K4EF<9 1. #D<K4EF<9 2. �AH<A<F<6. 
 B84?PAO9 7?47B?O < <I Q>6<64?9AFO. 
'@9A<S: KF9A<9 < CBA<@4A<9 CDBK<F4AAB7B. 
 

                                             ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-�)%3 
 
�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 CD98EF46?9A4 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4. 
 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R. 
 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 B8<A 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – �4 C9D6B9 ;484A<9 – 19 
                                                               �4 6FBDB9 ;484A<9 - 14  
 
+4EFP 1. �BCB?A<F9 < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
                Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian. 

 

1. You communicate with your computer with&&.. . 
a) the pencil                   b) the keyboard            c) the ball 
2. &&&&..the monitor allow to see the results of your work? 
a) Does                           b) Is                              c) Have 
3. The mouse works by&&&&.it around on a flat surface. 
a) sliding                         b) scratching                 c) smiling 
4. Computer technologies save &&&&time. 
a) much                            b) many                        c) none 
5. At present computers capable of performing billions of operations a 
second&&&.required. 
a) is                                   b) are                             c) was 
6. The size of a hard disk is measured in&&&& . 
a) centimeters                    b) megabytes                 c) volts 
7. Today the word <electronics= is in &&&&&.usage. 
a) negative                          b) rare                            c) general 
8. People waste a lot of time&&&&&..computer games. 
a) playing                            b) to play                        c) play 
9. There &&..many hardware pieces in a computer system. 
a) was                                  b) has                               c) are 
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10. &&&..some programs be difficult to remember. 
a) Can                                   b) Was                             c) Is 
11. Mobile telephones calls&&..a wide geographic area. 
a) cross                                  b) is crossing                    c) was crossing 
12. Office clerks&&&..and greeted each other after the weekend and discussed the 
weather. 
a) meet                                   b) is meeting                         c) met 
13. &&&&&..secretary is constantly answering phone calls. 
a) Theirs                                 b) Their                                 c) They 
14. I&&&&like to speak to Mr. Smith, please. 
a) should                                  b) would                               c) will 
15. A mobile telephone&&&&telephone calls. 
a) can make and receive        b) can sell                        c) can’t make and receive 
16. &&&&&is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content to and 
from mobile phones. 
a) SMS                                   b) MMS                         c) Telephone call 
17. Does any office have phones? - &&&. 
a) No, she doesn’t                   b) Yes, she does             c) Yes, it does 
18. It &&&.necessary for a company to have good equipment. 
a) were                                     b) is                                c) will 
19. There are many different models of mobile phones in the world. 
a) Yes, you are right                  b) No, I can’t agree      c) This is known.  
some specialists only                                   

 
 
+4EFP2. #9D9698<F9 6OD4:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
               Translate the statements into Russian. 

 

1. B5D454FO64S <AHBD@4J<R 
a) processing information   b) the processed information  c) to process information 
2. @B7?< G6<89FP D9;G?PF4FO 
a) can see results                       b) were able to see results       c) was able to see results 
3. CD<ASFP F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) to receive the call                    b) receiving the call                 c) received a call 
4. >BC<DGS F9>EF 
a) the copied text                      b) is copying the text              c) copying the text 
5. 8B?:9A 5O? C9D9;6BA<FP 
a) must ring                              b) is to ring                              c) had to ring 
6. CBCD<69FEF6B64FP E9>D9F4DS 
a) to greet the secretary      b) greeting the secretary        c) greeted the secretary 
7. BF69K4S A4 F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) is answering the call       b) to answer the call               c) answering the call 
8. CBEO?4S EBB5M9A<9 
a) sent the SMS                   b) sending the SMS              c) are sending the SMS 
9. @B7 GEF4AB6<FP CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
a) will be allowed to install software    b) will be able to install software c) was able to install 
10. CD98EF46<FP >B@C4A<R 
a) to represent the company     b) represented the company  c) representing the company 
11. E@B:9F GEF4AB6<FP 
a) could install                           b) will be able to install         c) is able to install 
12. <7D4S 6 >B@CPRF9DAO9 <7DO 
a) are playing computer games   b) playing computer games    c) was playing 
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13. EB;84FP Q?9>FDBAAB9 GEFDB=EF6B 
a) to make gadget                         b) was to make gadget          c) making gadget 
14. 8B?:9A 5G89F ;4CGEF<FP CDB7D4@@G 
a) has to start the program       b) will have to start the program   c) should start the program 
     
 
�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><= < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP              

 

                                          #���& #$�#"����&��3 

&<C ;484A<S: �FB7B6O= ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E><= F9EF ;4 4 E9@9EFD, EBEFBSM<= <; 86GI 
;484A<=. 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6: - 1 
�484A<= 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 1 K4EFP – 19 ;484A<= 
                                                   2 K4EFP – 14 ;484A<= 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F: 1 54?? 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6: ;4 C9D6B9 ;484A<9 - 19 
                                                             ;4 6FBDB9 ;484A<9 - 14                                                          
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<=: 50 @<AGF. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><= < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><= E?B64DP 
 
+4EFP 1. �BCB?A<F9 < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
                Complete the sentences and translate them into Russian. 

 

      1 You communicate with your computer with&&.. . 
a) the pencil                   b) the keyboard            c) the ball 
2. &&&&..the monitor  allow to see the results of your work? 
a) Does                           b) Is                              c) Have 
3. The mouse works by&&&&.it around on a flat surface. 
a) sliding                         b) scratching                 c) smiling 
4. Computer technologies save &&&&time. 
a) much                            b) many                        c) none 
5. At present computers capable of performing billions of operations a 
second&&&.required. 
a) is                                   b) are                             c) was 
6. The size of a hard disk is measured in&&&& . 
a) centimeters                    b) megabytes                 c) volts 
7. Today the word <electronics= is in &&&&&.usage. 
a) negative                          b) rare                            c) general 
8. People waste a lot of time&&&&&..computer games. 
a) playing                            b) to play                        c) play 
9. There &&..many hardware pieces in a computer system. 
a) was                                  b) has                               c) are 
10. &&&..some programs be difficult to remember. 
a) Can                                   b) Was                             c) Is 
11. Mobile telephones calls&&..a wide geographic area. 
a) cross                                  b) is crossing                    c) was crossing 
12. Office clerks&&&..and greeted each other after the weekend and discussed the 
weather. 
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a) meet                                   b) is meeting                         c) met 
13. &&&&&..secretary is constantly answering phone calls. 
a) Theirs                                 b) Their                                 c) They 
14. I&&&&like to speak to Mr. Smith, please. 
a) should                                  b) would                               c) will 
15. A mobile telephone&&&&telephone calls. 
a) can make and receive        b) can sell                        c) can’t make and receive 
16. &&&&&is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content to and 
from mobile phones. 
a) SMS                                   b) MMS                         c) Telephone call 
17. Does any office have phones? - &&&. 
a) No, she doesn’t                   b) Yes, she does             c) Yes, it does 
18. It &&&.necessary for a company to have good equipment. 
a) were                                     b) is                                c) will 
19. There are many different models of mobile phones in the world. 
a) Yes, you are right                  b) No, I can’t agree      c) This is known.  
some specialists only                                   

 
�?RK<: 
 

1. b 
2. a 
3. a 
4. a 
5. b 

6. b 
7. c 
8. a 
9. c 
10. a 

11. a 
12. c 
13. b 
14. b 
15. a 

16. b 
17. c 
18. b 
19. a 

 

,>4?4 BJ9AB>: 
 
0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-4 BL<5>< – 4 54??4 
5-6 BL<5B> – 3 54??4 
7 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 
 
 
+4EFP2. #9D9698<F9 6OD4:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
               Translate the statements into Russian. 

 

      1 B5D454FO64S <AHBD@4J<R 
a) processing information   b) the processed information  c) to process information 
2. @B7?< G6<89FP D9;G?PF4FO 
a) can see results                       b) were able to see results       c) was able to see results 
3. CD<ASFP F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) to receive the call                    b) receiving the call                 c) received a call 
4. >BC<DGS F9>EF 
a) the copied text                      b) is copying the text              c) copying the text 
5. 8B?:9A 5O? C9D9;6BA<FP 
a) must ring                              b) is to ring                              c) had to ring 
6. CBCD<69FEF6B64FP E9>D9F4DS 
a) to greet the secretary      b) greeting the secretary        c) greeted the secretary 
7. BF69K4S A4 F9?9HBAAO= ;6BAB> 
a) is answering the call       b) to answer the call               c) answering the call 
8. CBEO?4S EBB5M9A<9 
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a) sent the SMS                   b) sending the SMS              c) are sending the SMS 
9. @B7 GEF4AB6<FP CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
a) will be allowed to install software    b) will be able to install software c) was able to install 
10. CD98EF46<FP >B@C4A<R 
a) to represent the company     b) represented the company  c) representing the company 
11. E@B:9F GEF4AB6<FP 
a) could install                           b) will be able to install         c) is able to install 
12. <7D4S 6 >B@CPRF9DAO9 <7DO 
a) are playing computer games   b) playing computer games    c) was playing 
13. EB;84FP Q?9>FDBAAB9 GEFDB=EF6B 
a) to make gadget                         b) was to make gadget          c) making gadget 
14. 8B?:9A 5G89F ;4CGEF<FP CDB7D4@@G 
a) has to start the program       b) will have to start the program   c) should start the program 
     
 

�?RK<: 
1. a 
2. a 
3. a 
4. c 
5. c 

6. a 
7. c 
8. b 
9. c 
10. a 

11. b 
12. b 
13. a 
14. b 

 
 

 
,>4?4 BJ9AB>: 
 
0-1 BL<5B> – 5 54??B6 
2-3 BL<5>< -  4 54??4 
4-5 BL<5B>  - 3 54??4 
6 < 5B?99 BL<5B> – 2 54??4 
 
 

 

 

 

&9@4 2.3  $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF<  (3 >GDE 5-6 E9@9EFDO) 
 
                                              �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 № 3 
 

 

!4;A4K9A<9: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF<  ( 4A7?<=E><=)  
(BD@4 CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF. 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 1 
�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF. 
�A4A<S: "EAB6AO9  F9D@<AO CB F9IA<K9E>B@G B5E?G:<64A<R 46FB@B5<?9=. %?B:AB9 
CD98?B:9A<9. �AH<A<F<6. #D<K4EF<9 1. �9DGA8<=. %FD484F9?PAO= ;4?B7. 
'@9A<S: +F9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
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                                       ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 
 
�484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 8?S >BAFDB?S GE6B9A<S ?9>E<>< < 7D4@@4F<>< 

 

�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 CD98EF46?9A4 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6: - 20. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 
�O59D<F9 CB8IB8SM<= 64D<4AF < ;4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE><. 
Choose the proper words and fill in the blanks. 

 

 

1. A structure of a vehicle provides a …for all necessary vehicle systems. 

a. location 
b. number 
c. requirement 
d. purpose         

2. A motor car includes engine, chassis, and … . 
a. suspension 
b. body 
c. diesel 
d. clutch      

3. Transmission embraces …., gearbox, propeller shaft, etc. 

a. frame 
b. brakes 
c. clutch 
d. rear axle          

4. ... systems are wheel steering and brake steering. 

a. Main 
b. Major 
c. Sufficient 
d. Steering           

5. Drive lines include ….front and rear axles, etc. 
a. frame 
b. gearbox 
c. clutch 
d. space              

6. Suspension involves…, shock absorbers, and linkage. 
a. propeller shaft 
b. springs 
c. capacity 
d. handling 

7. For the RWD, …. the rear wheels act as the driving wheels. 
a. space 
b. linkage 
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c. spacing out 
d. layout           

8. In the … layout each unit is accessible. 
a. RWD 
b. FWD 
c. 4WD 

9. Relatively light vehicle systems and components are located in a light-weight … construction. 
a. sufficient 
b. unitary 
c. usual 
d. main                            

10. The frameless arrangement provides a …. Light construction to the motor car. 

a. isolated 
b. driving 
c. front 
d. stiff     
 
Fill in the blanks  with the proper grammar forms. 

�4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< CB8IB8SM9= 7D4@@4F<K9E>B= HBD@B=. 
                  

1. The power of the engine … through the transmission and drive lines. 
a. is to be transmitted 
b. are to be transmitted 
c. is to transmit 
d. to be transmitted 

2. The main purpose of a motor car … comfortable accommodation for occupants. 
a. is to be provide 
b. provided 
c. provides 
d.is to provide           

3. Bulky equipment … easily into the estate body car. 

a. can load 
b. can be loaded 
c. can loaded 
d. can be load                        

4. The hatchback design …. on a saloon body. 
a. to be based 
b. are based 
c. is based 
d. based                 

5. Cabriolet … into an open car. 
a. can change 
b. can changed 
c. can be change 
d. can be changed                  

6. Aluminium bodies …. due to their lighter weight. 
a. used 
b. use 
c. are being 
d. are being used        

7. Most mass-produced cars …. a  pressed steel body. 
a. have 
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b. is to have 
c. has 
d. having                  

  8. Coupe models … as two-door models. 

a. have designed 
b. have 
c. to be designed 
d. are designed                         

9. This construction …. a box. 
a. resemble 
b. resembles 
c. resembling 
d. are to resemble             

10. Electrical power ….. to operate the motor car electrical and electronic equipment. 
a. needs 
b. need 
c. is needed 
d. are needed 
 
 
  

 
 

                                          #���& #$�#"����&��3 

 

'E?B6<S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S Q>EC9DF4:  
�BDB64S ".�. �A7?<=E><= S;O>. 'K95AB-@9FB8<K9E>B9 CBEB5<9 8?S B5GK4RM<IES 3 >GDE4 
EC9J<4?PABEF< «&9IA<K9E>B9 B5E?G:<64A<9 < D9@BAF 86<74F9?9=. %<EF9@ < 47D974FB6 
46FB@B5<?9=». �BDB64S ". �. %�&<%, 2018 7, - 86 EFD. 
 �4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54?? 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: - 40 @<AGF 
 
�O59D<F9 CB8IB8SM<= 64D<4AF < ;4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE><. 
Choose the proper words and fill in the blanks. 

 

 

1. A structure of a vehicle provides a …for all necessary vehicle systems. 
a. location 
b. number 
c. requirement 
d. purpose         

2. A motor car includes engine, chassis, and … . 
a. suspension 
b. body 
c. diesel 
d. clutch      

3. Transmission embraces …., gearbox, propeller shaft, etc. 

a. frame 
b. brakes 
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c. clutch 
d. rear axle          

4. ... systems are wheel steering and brake steering. 

a. Main 
b. Major 
c. Sufficient 
d. Steering           

5. Drive lines include ….front and rear axles, etc. 
a. frame 
b. gearbox 
c. clutch 
d. space              

6. Suspension involves…, shock absorbers, and linkage. 
a. propeller shaft 
b. springs 
c. capacity 
d. handling 

7. For the RWD, …. the rear wheels act as the driving wheels. 
a. space 
b. linkage 
c. spacing out 
d. layout           

8. In the … layout each unit is accessible. 
a. RWD 
b. FWD 
c. 4WD 

9. Relatively light vehicle systems and components are located in a light-weight … construction. 
a. sufficient 
b. unitary 
c. usual 
d. main                            

10. The frameless arrangement provides a …. Light construction to the motor car. 
a. isolated 
b. driving 
c. front 
d. stiff     
 
Fill in the blanks  with the proper grammar forms. 

�4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< CB8IB8SM9= 7D4@@4F<K9E>B= HBD@B=. 
                  

1. The power of the engine … through the transmission and drive lines. 
a. is to be transmitted 
b. are to be transmitted 
c. is to transmit 
d. to be transmitted 

2. The main purpose of a motor car … comfortable accommodation for occupants. 
a. is to be provide 
b. provided 
c. provides 
d.is to provide           

3. Bulky equipment … easily into the estate body car. 
a. can load 
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b. can be loaded 
c. can loaded 
d. can be load                        

4. The hatchback design …. on a saloon body. 
a. to be based 
b. are based 
c. is based 
d. based                 

5. Cabriolet … into an open car. 
a. can change 
b. can changed 
c. can be change 
d. can be changed                  

6. Aluminium bodies …. due to their lighter weight. 
a. used 
b. use 
c. are being 
d. are being used        

7. Most mass-produced cars …. a  pressed steel body. 
a. have 
b. is to have 
c. has 
d. having                  

  8. Coupe models … as two-door models. 

a. have designed 
b. have 
c. to be designed 
d. are designed                         

9. This construction …. a box. 
a. resemble 
b. resembles 
c. resembling 
d. are to resemble             

10. Electrical power ….. to operate the motor car electrical and electronic equipment. 
a. needs 
b. need 
c. is needed 
d. are needed 
 
 

 

�?RK<: 
 

1. a 
2. b 
3. c 
4. a 
5. b 
6. b 
7. d 

8. a 
9. b 
10. d 

 
1. a 
2. d 
3. b 
4. c 
5. d 

6. d 
7. a 
8. d 
9. b 
10. a 
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,>4?4 BJ9AB>: 
 

20 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 5 54??B6 
19-15 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 4 54??4 
14-11 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 3 54??4 
10 < @9APL9 – 2 54??4 
                                                         

 
&9@4 2.4 $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03. �!"%&$�!!/� 3�/� � 
#$"(�%%�"!��0!"� ��3&��0!"%&�  (4 >GDE 7-8 E9@9EFDO) 
 

                                             �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 № 4 

 

!4;A4K9A<9: ("% CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< (4A7?<=E><=). 
(BD@4 CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO, <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4. 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 1 
�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 40 @<AGF 
�A4A<S: 'E?B6AB9 A4>?BA9A<9. �BCDBE<F9?PAO9 CD98?B:9A<S. %?B:AO9 E?B64. �9>E<>4 
CB F9@9. 
'@9A<S: KF9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                                     ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 
 
           �484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 8?S >BAFDB?S GE6B9A<S ?9>E<>< 

 

�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 CD98EF46?9A4 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 

�O59D<F9 CD46<?PAO= BF69F. 
Circle the correct item. 

 

1. Her&&.as a dancer came to an end when she broke her leg. 
a) profession;            b)job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
2. My father has been unable to find a&&&& for the past two years. 
a) profession;             b) job;            c) career;          d) occupation 
3. You must write your name, age and&&&.on the application forms. 
a) profession;             b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
4. John is a doctor by&&&&and has his own practice in London. 
a) profession;              b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
5. My parents were a great&&&&&&.to me when I lost my job. 
a) confidence;              b) mature;        c) support;       d) courage 
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6. The contacts I had, helped me&&&&when I was looking for a job. 
a) get my foot at the door;     b) novice;    c) face;       d) socialize 
7. Salespeople need to be&&&..to get people to buy their products. 
a) persuasive;              b) brave;        c) creative;           d) patient 
8. Teachers need to be very&&&&as students sometimes take a long time to learn things. 
a) intelligent;                b) polite;              c) patient;            d) friendly 
9. Surgeons must be very&&&&.as they should not make mistakes in their work. 
a) intelligent;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                d) friendly 
10. Judges should be&&&..and give all the evidence equal consideration. 
a) persuasive;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                 d) intelligent 
11. &&&..work in places from which you can buy books. 
a) librarians;                      b) booksellers;     c) publisher;     d) editor 
12. &&&..uses scientific knowledge to develop machines. 
a) firefighter;                  b) mechanic;             c) engineer;     d)lifeguard 
13. I was made&&&..when the company closed down. 
a) fired;               b) redundant;                  c) hired;            d) trained 
14. If you want&&&&&for the job you should write to the company. 
a) appoint;            b) apply;                c) employ;              d) be on probation 
15. Ann is very&&&.worker, I can always depend on her if I want something on time. 
a) helpful;             b) persistent;           c) selfish;            d) reliable 
16. Seb is a(n)&&&..person, he always sees positive side of even the most difficult 
situation. 
a) selfish;              b) generous;              c) optimistic;      d) stubborn 
17. Mary is very&&&..; when I have a lot of work to do. 
a) helpful;               b) impatient;              c) generous;        d) stubborn 
18.She&&&&.for a job as a nanny in Madrid. 
a) looks;                  b) is looking;              c) to look;          d) has been looking 
19. He usually&&&&his office at 6.00 p.m. 
a) leaves;                  b) is leaving;       c) has left;                d) leaved 
20. Please bring a copy of your&&&.when you come from your interview. 
a) CV;              b) application form;   c) advertising;      d) section of newspaper  
 
�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF, ?<EF, 5G@474, >B@CPRF9D. 
 
 
 
          
    

 

                                            #���& #$�#"����&��3 

 

'E?B6<S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< – 1 54??. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 >B?<K9EF6B 54??B6 – 20. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S – 40 @<AGF. 
 
 
�O59D<F9 CD46<?PAO= BF69F. 
Circle the correct item. 
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      1 Her&&.as a dancer came to an end when she broke her leg. 
a) profession;            b)job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
2. My father has been unable to find a&&&& for the past two years. 
a) profession;             b) job;            c) career;          d) occupation 
3. You must write your name, age and&&&.on the application forms. 
a) profession;             b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
4. John is a doctor by&&&&and has his own practice in London. 
a) profession;              b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 
5. My parents were a great&&&&&&.to me when I lost my job. 
a) confidence;              b) mature;        c) support;       d) courage 
6. The contacts I had, helped me&&&&when I was looking for a job. 
a) get my foot at the door;     b) novice;    c) face;       d) socialize 
7. Salespeople need to be&&&..to get people to buy their products. 
a) persuasive;              b) brave;        c) creative;           d) patient 
8. Teachers need to be very&&&&as students sometimes take a long time to learn things. 
a) intelligent;                b) polite;              c) patient;            d) friendly 
9. Surgeons must be very&&&&.as they should not make mistakes in their work. 
a) intelligent;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                d) friendly 
10. Judges should be&&&..and give all the evidence equal consideration. 
a) persuasive;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                 d) intelligent 
11. &&&..work in places from which you can buy books. 
a) librarians;                      b) booksellers;     c) publisher;     d) editor 
12. &&&..uses scientific knowledge to develop machines. 
a) firefighter;                  b) mechanic;             c) engineer;     d)lifeguard 
13. I was made&&&..when the company closed down. 
a) fired;               b) redundant;                  c) hired;            d) trained 
14. If you want&&&&&for the job you should write to the company. 
a) appoint;            b) apply;                c) employ;              d) be on probation 
15. Ann is very&&&.worker, I can always depend on her if I want something on time. 
a) helpful;             b) persistent;           c) selfish;            d) reliable 
16. Seb is a(n)&&&..person, he always sees positive side of even the most difficult 
situation. 
a) selfish;              b) generous;              c) optimistic;      d) stubborn 
17. Mary is very&&&..; when I have a lot of work to do. 
a) helpful;               b) impatient;              c) generous;        d) stubborn 
18.She&&&&.for a job as a nanny in Madrid. 
a) looks;                  b) is looking;              c) to look;          d) has been looking 
19. He usually&&&&his office at 6.00 p.m. 
a) leaves;                  b) is leaving;       c) has left;                d) leaved 
20. Please bring a copy of your&&&.when you come from your interview. 
a) CV;              b) application form;   c) advertising;      d) section of newspaper  
 

�?RK<: 
1. c 
2. b 
3. d 
4. a 
5. c 

6. a 
7. c 
8. c 
9. b 
10. c 

11. b 
12. c 
13. a 
14. b 
15. d 

16. c 
17. a 
18. b 
19. a 
20. a 

 
,>4?4 BJ9AB>: 
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1-12 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 0-2 54??4 
13-15 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 3 54??4 
16-18 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 4 54??4 
19-20 ;484A<= 69DAOI – 5 54??B6 
 
 

                                                          �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 № 6 
 

!4;A4K9A<9: ("%  CD98A4;A4K9A 8?S BJ9A>< D9;G?PF4FB6 BE6B9A<S GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<AO 
<ABEFD4AAO= S;O> 6 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF<  (4A7?<=E><=). 
(BD@4 CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<: 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= ;4KTF 
�4KTF CDB6B8<FES 6 6<89 >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO. 
�B?<K9EF6B 64D<4AFB6 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 1 
�D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S: 60 @<AGF. 
�A4A<S: �<8B6D9@9AAO9 HBD@O 7?47B?B6. %?B:AO9 E?B64. #D98?B7<. #D<K4EF<S. �9>E<>4 
CB F9@9. 
'@9A<S: +F9A<9 < C9D96B8 F9>EFB6 E CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEFPR. 
 

                                ����!�3 ��3 "�'+�2-��"%3 
 
�484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 8?S >BAFDB?S GE6B9A<S ?9>E<>< < 7D4@@4F<>< 

�BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 CD98EF46?9A4 6 6<89 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= BF69F <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 
�AEFDG>J<S CB 6OCB?A9A<R: 
�A<@4F9?PAB CDBK<F4=F9 ;484A<9. 
�4 >4:8O= CD46<?PAO= BF69F 6 QFB@ ;484A<< 6O CB?GK49F9 1 54??. 
�B?<K9EF6B F9EFB6OI ;484A<=: 44 . +4EFP 1 – 15 ;484A<= 
                                                             +4EFP 2 – 10 ;484A<= 
                                                             +4EFP 3 – 8 ;484A<= 
                                                              +4EFP 4 -11 ;484A<=. 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<= – 60 @<AGF. 
 
+4EFP 1. %BEF46<FP C4DO Q>6<64?9AFB6. 
                Choose the equivalents. 

 

1. CD98CD<SF<9 
2. C?4F9: 
3. K4EFAB9 CD98CD<SF<9 
4. FB64D<M9EF6B 
5. >BDCBD4J<S 
6. CB>GC>4 
7. A4?B7 
8. BF69FEF69AABEFP 
9. 8B?7 
10. CD<5O?P 
11. 4>J<BA9D 
12. >4C<F4?B6?B:9A<9 
13. J9A4 
14. EG@@4 
15. 4>J<S 

a) investment 
b) debt 
c) enterprise 
d) profit 
e) tax 
f) payment 
g) responsibility 
h) partnership 
i) stockholder 
j) price 
k) proprietorship 
l) share 
m) corporation 
n) purchase 
o) amount 
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+4EFP 2. �4C<L<F9 7?47B?O 6 HBD@4I CDBL98L97B CDBEFB7B 6D9@9A< <      CD<K4EF<S 
2. 

                  Put down the verbs in Past Simple and Participle II. 

 

1. to lose 
2. to get 
3. to obtain 
4. to declaire 
5. to sell 
 

6. to own 
7. to invest 
8. to hold 
9. to mean 
10. to buy 

 

+4EFP 3. !4C<E4FP G>4;4AAO9 6OL9 HBD@O 6 EBBF69FEF6GRM<I HBD@4I 
EFD484F9?PAB7B ;4?B74. 
Put down the verbs into Passive Voice. 

 

1. are investing 
2. was selling 
3. had obtained 
4. bought 

5. wick have issued 
6. will mean 
7. will get 
8. loses 

 
+4EFP 4. �BCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<S. 
                Complete the sentences. 

 

1. If you want to&&money go to the bank. 
a) get;              b) spend;             c) test 
2. He&&.a car last month. 
a) will buy;       b) bought;           c) get 
3. The shareholders don’t know what risks they are&&. . 
a) involves;        b) had involved;      c) involved 
4. There is no hope of getting the&&.. . 
a) loss;                b) profit;                  c) accounting 
5. At the meeting they&&&for the new director. 
a) involve;           b) vote;                   c) had 
6. Any company always &&& a  lawyer. 
a) need;               b) may;                   c) to be 
7. You&&&&pay taxes last month. 
a) can;                  b) had to;                 c) will give 
8. The corporation&&.. act like a person. 
a) may;                 b) were to;               c) are to 
9. They&&&..to combine their resources. 
a) have;                 b) has;                      c) will 
10. I&&&..obtain loan from your company. 
a) could;                b) might;                  c) am 
11. They&&.sell assets to pay debts. 
a) must;                  b) play;                    c) could 

 
�484A<S @B:AB 6OCB?ASFP 6 ?R5B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<, A9 ;45G8PF9 G>4;4FP AB@9D 
;484A<S. 
"5BDG8B64A<9: F9>EF,  ?<EF, 5G@474, AB:A<JO. 
�<F9D4FGD4 8?S B5GK4RM<IES: 4A7?B-DGEE><9 < DGEE>B-4A7?<=E><9 E?B64D<. 
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                                     #���& #$�#"����&��3 

 

'E?B6<S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S: 
"5BDG8B64A<9: >B@CPRF9D, F9>EF ;484A<S, ?<EF 5G@47<, DGK>4. 
�B?<K9EF6B F9EFB6OI ;484A<=: 44 – +4EFP 1 – 15 ;484A<= 
                                                                +4EFP 2 – 10 ;484A<= 
                                                                 +4EFP 3 -  8 ;484A<= 
                                                                 +4EFP 4 – 11 ;484A<= 
 4>E<@4?PAB9 6D9@S 6OCB?A9A<S ;484A<S – 60 @<AGF 
 
 
+4EFP 1. %BEF46<FP C4DO Q>6<64?9AFB6. 
                Choose the equivalents. 

 

16. CD98CD<SF<9 
17. C?4F9: 
18. K4EFAB9 CD98CD<SF<9 
19. FB64D<M9EF6B 
20. >BDCBD4J<S 
21. CB>GC>4 
22. A4?B7 
23. BF69FEF69AABEFP 
24. 8B?7 
25. CD<5O?P 
26. 4>J<BA9D 
27. >4C<F4?B6?B:9A<9 
28. J9A4 
29. EG@@4 
30. 4>J<S 

a) investment 
b) debt 
c) enterprise 
d) profit 
e) tax 
f) payment 
g) responsibility 
h) partnership 
i) stockholder 
j) price 
k) proprietorship 
l) share 
m) corporation 
n) purchase 
o) amount 

 
+4EFP 2. �4C<L<F9 7?47B?O 6 HBD@4I CDBL98L97B CDBEFB7B 6D9@9A< <      CD<K4EF<S 
2. 

                  Put down the verbs in Past Simple and Participle II. 

 

11. to lose 
12. to get 
13. to obtain 
14. to declaire 
15. to sell 
 

16. to own 
17. to invest 
18. to hold 
19. to mean 
20. to buy 

 

+4EFP 3. !4C<E4FP G>4;4AAO9 6OL9 HBD@O 6 EBBF69FEF6GRM<I HBD@4I 
EFD484F9?PAB7B ;4?B74. 
Put down the verbs into Passive Voice. 

 

9. are investing 
10. was selling 
11. had obtained 
12. bought 

13. wick have issued 
14. will mean 
15. will get 
16. loses 

 
+4EFP 4. �BCB?A<F9 CD98?B:9A<S. 
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                Complete the sentences. 

 

      1 If you want to&&money go to the bank. 
a) get;              b) spend;             c) test 
2. He&&.a car last month. 
a) will buy;       b) bought;           c) get 
3. The shareholders don’t know what risks they are&&. . 
a) involves;        b) had involved;      c) involved 
4. There is no hope of getting the&&.. . 
a) loss;                b) profit;                  c) accounting 
5. At the meeting they&&&for the new director. 
a) involve;           b) vote;                   c) had 
6. Any company always &&& a lawyer. 
a) need;                 b) may;                   c) to be 
7. You&&&&pay taxes last month. 
a) can;                    b) had to;                 c) will give 
8. The corporation&&.. act like a person. 
a) may;                    b) were to;               c) are to 
 9. They&&&..to combine their resources. 
a) have;                     b) has;                      c) will 
10. I&&&..obtain loan from your company. 
a) could;                     b) might;                  c) am  
11. They&&.sell assets to pay debts. 
a) must;                        b) play;                    c) could 
 

,>4?4 BJ9AB> 

 

42-44 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 5 54??B6 
35-41 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 4 54??4 
20-34 CD46<?PAOI BF69FB6 – 3 54??4 
19 < @9APL9 – 2 54??4 
 
�?RK<: 

1 

1.c, 2.f, 3.k, 4.h, 5.m, 6.n, 7.e, 8.g, 9.b, 10.d, 11.i, 12.a, 13.j, 14.o, 15.l. 
 
2. 

    1.lost, lost 
    2. got, got 
    3. obtained, obtained 

4. declared, declared 
5. sold, sold 
6. owned, owned 

7. invested, invested 
8.held, held 
9.meant, meant 
10. bought, bought 

 
3. 

1. are being invested 
2. was being sold 
3. had been obtained 
4. was (were) bought 

5. will have been issued 
6. will be meant 
7. will be got 
8. is lost 

 

4. 

1.a, 2.b, 3.c, 4.b, 5.b, 6.a, 7.b, 8.a, 9.a, 10.a, 11.a. 
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�<F9D4FGD4 8?S CB87BFB6>< > F9>GM9= <  CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<< 

 

 �H4A4EP964 ".�.  �A7?<=E><= S;O> : 11 >?4EE: 54;B6O= GDB69AP / ".�.�H4A4EP964, 
�.�. <I9964, �. .�4D4AB64. – 8-9 <;8., EF9D9BF<C. –  .: #DBE69M9A<9, 2021. – 199, [1} c.: 

<?. – (Rainbow English). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


